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Access to countermeasures – personal protective equipment (PPE), therapeutics, diagnostics, and vaccines – is critical for preventing, detecting, and responding to disease outbreaks. No country is self-sufficient in the research, development, and production of all countermeasures. Ensuring such products reach people in a timely manner, in adequate volumes, at acceptable levels of quality and affordable prices requires concerted international action.

This Working Paper analyzes the global “system” for access to countermeasures. It was a commissioned background paper for the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board’s 2020 annual report *A World in Disorder*, and originally published in September 2020.

Current international frameworks governing access to countermeasures are thin, gap-ridden or simply non-existent. They largely rest on informal norms or voluntary funding, rather than binding rules or financing commitments. The system is also fragmented in terms of information, rules, actors, and technologies. Countermeasures are a strategic asset that states may share or hoard, not only for public health purposes but also geopolitical ends. In this context, strong, principled, high-level leadership is necessary to ensure global access.

We identified eight global governance challenges that can impede countermeasure access if unaddressed:

- a) Building access into the R&D process,
- b) Inadequate global and national supply,
- c) Ensuring quality products,
- d) Ensuring affordable prices,
- e) Limited international pooled procurement, stockpiling & related financing dedicated to countermeasures, &
- f) Rationing access to scarce products internationally.

In addition, two are cross-cutting:

- g) Intellectual property management &
- h) Pathogen- and benefit-sharing

---

1 The Global Preparedness Monitoring Board (GPMB) is an independent monitoring and accountability body, co-convened by WHO and the World Bank, which is tasked with evaluating global preparedness for outbreaks and other health emergencies.
Priorities among these eight will vary depending on the pathogen, stage of the outbreak, and specific technology. Nevertheless, four overarching priorities emerge. First, organizations should be mandated in advance to facilitate access to countermeasures, and respond to the needs of high-, middle- and low-income countries. Second, the framework of public international rules needs to be strengthened to ensure innovation with access. Third, pro-active stewardship of this fragmented system is needed, with the GPMB well-placed to play this role. Doing so will require much more legibility of the system — that is, increased investment in information and commitment to transparency — to guide policies, target investments and build trust. Finally, WHO (alone or jointly with partners) should regularly convene stakeholders for focused dialogue to overcome barriers to access to countermeasures.
Access to countermeasures is critical for preventing, detecting and responding to disease outbreaks that may escalate into health emergencies. We use “countermeasures” to refer to personal protective equipment (PPE), therapeutics, diagnostics and vaccines. Not only are countermeasures necessary for direct response, such as protecting health workers or treating patients, they can also ease public panic, guide government responses, and restore economic and social activity.

Ensuring “access” – that countermeasures reach people in a timely manner, in adequate volumes, at acceptable levels of quality and at affordable prices – requires concerted international action. No country is self-sufficient in the research, development and production of all countermeasures. Lower-income countries, smaller (even wealthy) countries, and/or those without domestic manufacturing capacity for any given product face heightened difficulties securing access.

These challenges reach far beyond the health sector. Addressing them will often require engagement from ministries of finance, trade, research/science & technology, defence and industrial development – and indeed, heads of state. They touch on states’ core interests in protecting their people’s health and security, and in competing globally for economic resources and political influence. Countermeasures need to be understood as a strategic asset that states may share or hoard, not only according to public health logic, but also to pursue their global geopolitical interests [1,2]. Strong, principled, high-level leadership is necessary to ensure global access.

Current international frameworks governing access to countermeasures are thin, gap-ridden or simply non-existent. They largely rest on informal norms and voluntary funding, rather than binding rules or financing commitments. Strengthening global governance in this area will be difficult, especially with the rise of nationalism in influential countries [3] and weakened multilateralism. But failure to do so will mean prolonged pandemics, widescale and avoidable suffering, and heightened risk of future disasters.
Equitable access to countermeasures has been a major challenge in the Covid-19 pandemic, and high on the global political agenda. It was the central focus of the April 2020 UN General Assembly resolution 74/274 [4] and a contentious issue in the May 2020 World Health Assembly resolution [5] on Covid-19. Many new initiatives have been launched, including the Covid-19 Therapeutics Accelerator, Access to Covid-19 Tools Accelerator (including the Covid-19 Vaccines Global Access (Covax) Facility), European Union-led pledging conferences, WHO Technology Access Pool, UN Technology Access Partnership, regional, bilateral and private initiatives. These efforts all hold promise, but also raise many questions.

This paper analyses the global “system” for access to countermeasures. It aims to offer conclusions broadly relevant for preparedness. It does not provide an in-depth analysis of current Covid-19 access initiatives, but rather, seeks to discern what the current developments might mean for longer-term preparedness. This paper highlights eight key global governance challenges relevant for outbreaks in general, identifies areas of progress over the past 10–20 years, and suggests three priorities for high-level advocacy from the GPMB towards global leaders.
a) Challenge 1: Building access into the R&D process

This Working Paper limits this discussion to how decisions made in the upstream R&D process can affect access downstream.

Countermeasures are frequently developed in response to, rather than in anticipation of, outbreaks. This is often unavoidable, as even repurposed (let alone new) drugs cannot be proven to be safe and effective, nor can vaccines and diagnostics be developed, until after novel pathogens have been identified. Even for known pathogens, clinical trials are difficult or impossible to conduct until a sufficient number of infections has occurred. These features of countermeasure R&D mean that inevitably there will be time lags in development, and especially in the earlier stages of an emergency, uncertainty on product performance and scarcity of supply. It also implies heightened challenges for ensuring products are adapted for use in resource-poor settings, as the rush to identify any workable technology means other criteria (e.g. thermostability, low cost of goods, ease of administration) are likely to take lower priority.¹

For example, the types of technologies pursued in vaccine R&D (e.g. live attenuated, DNA/RNA, or subunit vaccines) strongly affect ease of industrial scale up and cost of goods down the line [4]. Furthermore, traditionally, R&D policies (i.e. intellectual property, research funding) have focused on encouraging inventions, but not necessarily on ensuring widespread global access to them. Tension between these joint goals persists.

¹ For example, the rVSV-ZEBOV Ebola vaccine requires a heavy cold chain, and remdesivir (for Covid-19) was initially developed as an injectable requiring a clinical setting.
Progress: There has been growing experience over the past two decades in how to integrate affordability and availability *ex ante* into the R&D process, rather than addressing these issues *ex post*. Some research funders, including the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) and Wellcome Trust, have adopted access policies for grantees [6,7], the implementation of which offer examples of how funders can build access into their grants [7]. Product development partnerships (PDPs) for neglected diseases have included pricing, registration and supply conditions into contracts with firms engaged in R&D and manufacturing [8,9]. However, with the important exception of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) [10,11], access provisions have not regularly been incorporated into countermeasure R&D. Rather, they have been a somewhat unique feature of neglected disease R&D.

Proposals for consideration: Recognizing that countermeasures entail significant costs and risks, public and philanthropic funders have frequently paid for early-stage R&D (i.e. research conducted in academic or public labs), and de-risked and subsidized the private costs borne by firms. For example, about $7.7 billion in public funding was mobilized for all stages of Covid-19 drug, vaccine and diagnostic R&D in the first half of 2020 [12] (comparable figures for private investment are not publicly available). This degree of engagement provides an important point of leverage at which research funders can require up-front access commitments from developers and negotiate into funding contracts *ex ante* access provisions on IP management (see challenge 7 below), sharing clinical trial data, technology transfer, supply, registration and pricing. Funders can also facilitate innovation by disallowing exclusive licensing of upstream or platform technologies.

As emphasized by the GPMB [13], securing access will require significant public funding beyond R&D alone. The greater the funding available, *ceteris paribus*, the easier it will be to secure these commitments. Given the large sums involved and the high public interest in the outcomes, transparency of these arrangements is critical for maintaining public trust. Requiring public disclosure of key information such as private R&D investments, manufacturing costs, and pricing can help to establish a fair division of risks and rewards borne by public and private actors. As access provisions and transparency in research funding contracts are a departure from standard practice, GPMB advocacy is needed to shift from business-as-usual.

Finally, Covid-19 has demonstrated the value of having a pre-established international pooled R&D fund for countermeasures with access conditions attached – that is, CEPI.
Not only was CEPI quickly able to mobilize funding for Covid-19 related vaccine R&D and manufacturing, its grantees (such as the University of Oxford) have international access obligations. Evaluation of the real-world efficacy of these access provisions will be critical.

Ad hoc mobilization of funds to respond to each outbreak is slow and inefficient. Public funds from a single country alone are less likely to prioritize international access. Strengthening global preparedness therefore requires putting in place standing arrangements for pooled international funds covering the full range of countermeasures (beyond vaccines) with strong access provisions.

b) Challenge 2: Inadequate global and national supply

Global: The unpredictable timing of disease outbreaks makes it difficult to ensure that adequate volumes of countermeasures are manufactured globally. Even after technologies are developed, limited evidence about their performance can hinder manufacturing scale-up until there is greater clarity on which technologies countries should purchase, and subsequently, where reliable demand can be expected. (We exclude from the scope of this paper challenges relating to the selection of countermeasures when multiple options are available, where WHO guidelines play a clearly established role.)

Once outbreaks occur, demand for relevant technologies easily spikes far beyond supply. Manufacturing of pharmaceuticals, diagnostics, and vaccines has become increasingly concentrated in a few countries over the past decade, with India and China playing a growing role; this has allowed for efficient large-scale, low-cost manufacturing, but also heightened risks of supply ruptures [14]. Covid-19 has starkly illustrated both these challenges [15]. The rapid spread of the virus has created a simultaneous upsurge in global demand for scarce supplies of countermeasures, giving rise to competition between (and even within) countries and export bans in producing countries seeking to ensure domestic populations are protected as a priority. It has also highlighted the fragility of global supply chains, when manufacturers of raw materials (e.g. chemicals for diagnostics and pharmaceuticals) and finished products (e.g. medical masks) in China slowed production in early 2020, followed by manufacturers elsewhere as the epidemic spread. Standard tools to ensure adequate supply, such as demand forecasting or advance purchase orders, have proven insufficient. Supply constraints may ease in later stages of an emergency, and stockpiles can then be created (see 2(e)), but action is needed to reduce the time delay to reach adequate supply.
Countries without pre-existing manufacturing capacity (the majority), lower-income countries and/or smaller countries face difficulties competing as buyers on the global market. For Covid-19, stiff competition among countries for a limited supply of countermeasures has led to bidding wars [16–18] and priced many actors out of the market [15,19], to the point where intelligence agencies and militaries have become openly involved with procurement [20,21].

Export restrictions can further limit access to both raw materials and finished products. During the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, Australia and Canada restricted vaccine exports to meet domestic demand first [22]. An even broader array of export restrictions has been imposed in response to Covid-19. By August 2020, at least 94 countries had imposed export restrictions on a range of goods, including PPE, medical equipment (e.g., ventilators), therapeutics, and diagnostics, as well as some food products and raw materials [23]. For example, India restricted exports of over two dozen active pharmaceutical ingredients, antiseptics, PPE, and ventilators [23]. Similarly, the EU restricted exports of PPE to states outside the bloc, providing legal justification for such restrictions while calling for solidarity within the bloc [24,25].

Progress: Regarding export bans, criticism and exhortations at the global level have (to date) yielded little concrete progress. Trade rules generally include flexibility to impose restrictions in emergencies [26]. Raising concerns in dispute settlement proceedings at the World Trade Organization, for example, takes years with uncertain outcomes. The strong political incentive to restrict countermeasure exports in emergencies will persist. The EU’s recent success in easing export bans within the continent suggests regional approaches may be more promising, though still by nature limited.

International investments in technology transfer increased capacity to manufacture pandemic influenza vaccine in multiple regions, increasing from 1.5 billion to 6.3 billion doses from 2006–2015. Outside of influenza, however, little progress has been made.

---

2 National supply chains fall outside the scope of this paper’s focus on transnational challenges requiring improved governance.

3 Global capacity has increased more than four times since 2006 and the start of the WHO’s Global Action Plan (GAP) for Influenza Vaccines [27]. In 2006, it was estimated that global capacity was 500 million doses of seasonal vaccine and 1.5 billion doses of pandemic vaccine; by 2015, it had increased to 1.467 billion doses of seasonal vaccine and 6.372 billion doses of pandemic vaccine. During the 10-year duration of the GAP, its technology transfer initiative provided funding to 14 vaccine manufacturers in developing countries, leading to six of these countries gaining local licensure to produce local vaccines [28]. Nevertheless, the majority of vaccine production remains in high-income countries – 17 manufacturers in LMICs countries have a combined capacity of 450 million doses of seasonal vaccine; the other 1.017 billion doses are from manufacturers in high income countries [27].
Rather, the growing concentration of manufacturing has increased the risk of shortages of even regularly used medicines. Interest in local production has grown in some countries, which have invested in national/regional pharmaceutical manufacturing capacities to reduce dependence and increase security of supply [29]. Six international organizations launched a joint initiative on local production at the 2019 WHA [30]. Reliable, timely information on production capacities and volumes remains difficult to find, though efforts to improve this situation have been launched [31].

- **Proposals for consideration:** Strengthening preparedness to address supply challenges will require addressing both international rules and production capacities. The GPMB should advocate for intergovernmental agreements to manage countermeasure export restrictions, at a minimum within regions or other country groupings. Compliance with such rules will be easier if there is adequate production capacity regionally and globally. The GPMB should therefore advocate for building more redundancy – and thereby resilience – into the system by investing in countermeasure production capacity (and facilitating the requisite technology transfer when relevant), including surge capacity for emergencies. Countries could make funding contributions to build regional production capacity conditional upon guarantees that they could access supply when needed. Success with influenza vaccines is an important precedent, but is somewhat unique in that production facilities can manufacture seasonal influenza vaccines continuously (stay “warm”), and pivot to pandemic influenza vaccine when the occasion arises. For other pathogens and for non-vaccine countermeasures, analogous approaches need to be identified. Paying for excess capacity will largely fall to the public sector and should be considered a societal investment in preparedness. Finally, the GPMB could play a key monitoring role by calling for the creation of centralized information sources mapping and tracking production capacities, as has been done for artemisinin and antiretrovirals (see 2(e)).

---

April 2020, the Netherlands and Sweden raised the possibility of negotiating a new agreement on trade in “essential health goods” at the WTO [32]; further details were not available at the time of writing.
c) Challenge 3: Ensuring quality products

Emergencies strain quality assurance systems. Quality assessment of a wide array of countermeasures may become less stringent in urgent situations and/or hit delays. Early warning systems can easily be overwhelmed. Low-resource settings may be particularly vulnerable to substandard or falsified products, particularly when there are shortages [33]. The development of new technologies, such as complex vaccines, pose new challenges for regulators who may not have familiarity with or procedures to assess novel production processes.

Yet without quality assurance, risks to individuals and health systems grow (e.g. when diagnostics give false positives and negatives), people can be harmed (e.g. by substandard or falsified medicines), and the public can lose trust in technologies (e.g. exacerbating vaccine hesitancy).

Covid-19 has highlighted these challenges. The rapid development of many new diagnostic tests coupled with limited capacity of regulatory authorities has produced bottlenecks. In-person inspection of manufacturing plants has been hindered by travel restrictions or quarantine policies [34]. Contamination of the US CDC’s diagnostic kits reportedly delayed the roll-out of testing across the US in early 2020 [35]. There have been reports of substandard PPE and hand sanitizer [36–38], black market remdesivir and tocilizumab sales [39], and falsified dexamethasone [40]; such reports seem likely to grow as the epidemic progresses and evidence on therapeutics develops.

Progress: Emergency use of investigational interventions or off-label use (e.g. WHO’s EUL and US FDA’s EUA) have increased flexibility by regulatory authorities in emergencies, although robust debate remains about the appropriate balance between speed and risk, and political influence on technical regulatory decisions [41]. The WHO Prequalification (PQ) and Collaborative Registration Procedure [42] facilitate national regulatory review and international procurement; however, WHO PQ has been limited to a short list of health conditions of interest to donors. Non-state actors can also support regulatory authorities: by August 2020, the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics (FIND, a PDP) had published performance data on over 50 Covid-19 diagnostics in coordination with WHO [43,44]. International and regional networks can facilitate regulatory cooperation, such as the African Vaccine Regulatory Forum, which strengthened national capacities.
and harmonized standards to accelerate review of the Ebola vaccine [45], or the International Coalition of Medicines Regulatory Authorities, which is facilitating alignment on Covid-19 vaccine data requirements and trial design [46]. Finally, the WHO Global Surveillance and Monitoring System gathers and rapidly shares information between Member States when substandard or falsified products are detected. However, overall, it remains to be seen how well current arrangements can handle the expected upsurge of demands on regulatory systems.

- **Proposals for consideration:** Strengthening networks to increase information-sharing between regulatory authorities, and improve the coherence of assessment, licensure, control, and surveillance of countermeasures is still needed. Coordinated regulatory guidance (e.g. acceptable trial designs) and the sharing of key information (e.g. details on submissions, decision rationales, advice on approaches and methodologies) needs to be improved. Support for surge capacities of quality assurance bodies and early warning systems will be needed. Given that regulatory issues are often overlooked in global health security discussions, the GPMB could advocate for regulatory capacity to be seen as integral to preparedness and appropriately financed.

d) **Challenge 4: Ensuring affordable prices**

Emergencies create conducive economic conditions for price spikes and unaffordable pricing: demand for countermeasures increases rapidly and becomes less price-sensitive (inelastic), while supply is often scarce in the early stages before production can ramp up (see 2(b) Challenge 2). The risks are even more acute under monopoly or oligopoly conditions, which frequently characterize therapeutics, vaccines, and to a lesser extent, diagnostics (e.g. those on closed platforms).

To counteract price-gouging (and the related practice of artificially restricting supply), some national authorities regulate prices of essential goods, restrict consumption, and/or monitor supply during crises such as natural disasters and epidemics [47]. However, no such price-regulating or competition (anti-trust) authority exists at global level. Furthermore, affordability must be determined relative to a particular buyer, and will differ based on the level of wealth of a country, the extent to which public or private insurance shields individ-

---

5 For example, limiting consumer purchases of paracetamol or toilet paper.
uals from bearing the full costs, and competing demands for resources (among other factors), making it difficult to assess or achieve for all [48]. For example, debates over Gilead’s pricing of remdesivir for Covid-19 highlight deep disagreements on how prices should be set in health emergencies: Gilead argued that the price (for “developed countries”) of 2340–3120 USD/patient (6 vials) was far below the costs savings due to earlier hospital discharge, while critics argued that public investment in the R&D and the cost of production justified a tenfold-lower price [49–51].

Progress: There has been very little progress at the international level in addressing high prices for countermeasures particularly during emergencies. Reputational risk for sellers perceived to be profiting from disaster can be a powerful constraint. But ‘naming and shaming’ relies on the availability of timely, accurate information on prices, costs, and profits that is often unavailable; and it does not always work. There is no international organization with the mandate to track – let alone to regulate – countermeasure prices. Some companies have announced that they will price Covid-19 drugs and vaccines on a “no-profit” basis during the pandemic (e.g. AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, and Novartis [52–54]), but questions have been raised on how costs or profits will be assessed and how long such commitments will last. Not all firms have made such commitments and one company (Pfizer) said its vaccine will be priced for-profit [55]. Licensing and technology transfer agreements with manufacturers in developing countries have been announced to expand supply (e.g., AstraZeneca/Oxford’s agreements with India’s Serum Institute and Brazil’s Instituto Butantan) [52,56,57]. The degree to which they will lower prices depends on many factors, including degree of competition in each national market, cost of goods, and willingness of the producer or regulator to restrain pricing. The situation remains that there are no international rules or organizations with the mandate to ensure affordable prices for countermeasures.

Proposals for consideration: In the absence of a transnational price regulating authority, international strategies to address the affordability of medicines have included: donations (usually time- and volume-limited), tiered pricing, facilitating competition, and information (we address international subsidies, pooled procurement, and IP licensing separately below, and exclude from the scope national strategies such as reference pricing). All these could be adopted for countermeasures. The most appropriate strategy depends on the particular technology and outbreak, but information is critical for all of these. The GPMB should therefore advocate for the creation of an observatory to increase
information available on prices, which would provide key intelligence to monitor, understand and take action; gathering and analysing this information has proven feasible and valuable for vaccines [58] and medicines for HIV, tuberculosis (TB) and malaria [59]. The GPMB should also advocate for increased transparency regarding the costs to develop and/or manufacture countermeasures, which would provide objective benchmarks regarding the fairness of prices [51]. Member states called for significantly increasing the transparency of pharmaceutical markets in WHA Resolution 72.8 (2019) [60].

e) Challenge 5: Limited international pooled procurement, stockpiling & related financing dedicated to countermeasures

International procurement of countermeasures has been limited, and for most pathogens, international stockpiles of countermeasures do not exist. UNICEF, UNOPS and WHO have engaged in some procurement during emergencies, but for countermeasures there has been no large-scale equivalent to Gavi (for vaccines, via UNICEF), the Global Fund (GFATM), Unitaid or Global Drug Facility (GDF) (for drugs and diagnostics for HIV, TB and malaria). A key exception is the PAHO Strategic Fund (modelled off the PAHO Revolving Fund for vaccines), which is not limited to a disease or single technology, but is limited to the Americas.

By coordinating and/or pooling procurement internationally, these organizations are able to improve supply security and obtain more affordable prices for participating countries. Some operate on a cost-recovery basis, while others subsidize lower-income countries. They also carry out other key market-shaping functions: e.g. pooling fragmented demand, forecasting demand to help producers plan supply, supporting national procurement agents to use information on patent status (e.g. via the Medicines Patent Pool [MPP]) and quality (e.g. via WHO PQ), coordinating with WHO to ensure affordable supply can respond to changing normative guidance, monitoring R&D pipelines to plan for production and uptake of new products, and in general, providing the global community with expertise on various aspects of global commodity markets. The absence of any analogous organization for outbreaks means no entity is continuously working to address access barriers between emergencies, nor developing in-depth knowledge of relevant market actors and forces.

---

6 For example, dolutegravir was considered a potentially useful new treatment for HIV when it was in late-stage clinical development. The Medicines Patent Pool, GFATM and UNITAID worked with WHO so that when WHO guidelines changed to recommend use of dolutegravir for first- and second-line treatment, patent licenses had already been negotiated for generic manufacturers to have competitive, low-priced generic production ready and country-level grants were in place to procure the drugs.
When an emergency strikes, *ad hoc* financing and organizational arrangements must be made with limited market intelligence.\(^7\) Financing needs can be significant, but without organizations with pre-existing mandates on countermeasures, there is no centre of gravity for resource-mobilization.

- **Progress:** WHO, Gavi, GFATM, Unitaid [61], the European Union [62,63], African Union [64,65] and PAHO [66] have all become actively involved in addressing Covid-19 access challenges through pooled procurement and related financing. Gavi, GFATM and Unitaid are focusing on vaccines, diagnostics and therapeutics under the ACT Accelerator, respectively, and have pivoted from their original mandates to cover a new disease area and/or a broader group of countries. These developments raise two key questions. First, can or should these initiatives address the needs of all countries, or retain their previous focus on LMICs? High-income countries (HICs) generally procure for themselves, and have done so for Covid-19 health technologies, which can raise challenges for equitable global allocation (see discussion in next section 2(f) Rationing). Second, a key question arises regarding the role China will play as a potentially major supplier of health technologies. For example, of the thirteen Covid-19 vaccine candidates in Phase 2 or 3 as of July 2020, six involved a lab or firm in China. Similarly, of the more than 800 diagnostics being tracked by FIND’s SARS-COV-2 Diagnostic Pipeline database, at least 110 are being developed by Chinese companies [67]. Whether China will supply vaccines through bilateral or multilateral agreements, or both, remains unclear. Overall, the global landscape is a patchwork of national, regional and global initiatives, as illustrated in Figure 1 on the right page.

Regarding stockpiles, international countermeasure stockpiles have been established in the past [68]: WHO manages a vaccine stockpile for yellow fever, cholera and meningitis (see 2(f)), and is entrusted to do the same should countermeasures for pandemic influenza be developed under the 2011 Pandemic Influenza Preparedness (PIP) Framework. WHO also managed the *ad hoc* stockpile of donated H1N1 vaccines created in the 2009 pandemic. Gavi stockpiles Ebola vaccines, as does the Global Polio Eradication Initiative for mOPV2 [69,70]. Each of these covers a vaccine specific to a pathogen. However, no international organization is mandated to stockpile and/or procure products across multiple pathogens of pandemic potential, nor for non-vaccine countermeasures, nor covering all countries [71].

---

\(^7\) For example, on numbers and quality of suppliers, estimated demand, timeframes for production, and supply chains for raw materials.
Proposals for consideration: Given the patchwork of procurement initiatives that has emerged for Covid-19, stewardship – that is, monitoring how well the sum total of these initiatives is addressing global needs and prompting action when the system falls short – is a critical governance function [72]. The GPMB may wish to take on this stewardship function itself, as all other major global health actors are directly involved in one or another procurement initiative. Furthermore, longer-term preparedness requires making clear arrangements for stockpiling of countermeasures. Stockpiles for all WHO-identified priority pathogens of pandemic potential could be established as global public goods that would be available to all countries, not only LMICs, and financed on a sliding scale. Further analysis is required to determine which organizations should be mandated to manage these stockpiles. Finally, the GPMB should advocate for clear arrangements for pooled international procurement of countermeasures in future emergencies to be made part and parcel of preparedness. The experience with Covid-19 will generate important learning regarding the best approaches.
f) Challenge 6: Rationing access to scarce products internationally

The scarcity of countermeasures, particularly at the earlier stages of an emergency, implies the need for rationing. But who should get priority access when demand outstrips supply? Experience suggests it will be law of the jungle unless more equitable, structured arrangements are made.

During the height of panic in 2009, wealthy countries secured most of the world’s H1N1 vaccine supply. Only after it became clear that H1N1 was relatively mild did those countries, whose populations were then less willing to be vaccinated, donate unused vaccines to WHO for developing countries; those vaccines did not arrive until 2010. Looking back, WHO DG Margaret Chan noted that “Vaccine supplies would have been too little, too late, with large parts of the developing world left almost unprotected” [73].

In 2014, only small supplies of experimental therapies were available for Ebola; stocks were reserved for international actors but very few reached nationals of the three hardest-hit West African countries [74]. WHO’s ethics advisory panel opined that experimental therapies could be offered to patients, but did not reach agreement on who should get priority access [75]. These are complex, difficult questions at national level; ethics-based rationing between countries may be even more challenging, and very tough to enforce. Yet without explicit governance arrangements to prioritize access to supply, rationing will happen de facto — without clear principles or legitimate processes.

- **Progress:** Relevant governance arrangements have been developed for select vaccines. The International Coordinating Group on Vaccine Provision (ICG) was established by IFRC, MSF, UNICEF and WHO in 1997 initially to manage an international stockpile of meningitis vaccines, later expanded to cholera and yellow fever vaccines [71]. Upon country request, the ICG approves the release of vaccines from the stockpile conditional upon certain criteria. While the ICG is not explicitly asked to ration between countries, this has become necessary when demand exceeds supply, e.g. during the 2016–7 simultaneous yellow fever outbreaks in Angola, Brazil, and DRC [76]. ICG governance has recently been reformed to make it more transparent and accountable [77]. The PIP Framework also established principles for allocating countermeasures provided to WHO in the event of an influenza pandemic. Concrete application of principles is to be made by “experts with transparent guidelines.” However, this priority-setting system has not yet been tested.

---

9 For example, plans for mass vaccination, ability to conduct a vaccination campaign and adequate storage.
Finally, WHO released ethical guidance on how to approach rationing for Covid-19 countermeasures at both national and international levels [79]. The key question is how this guidance will be operationalized. In June, WHO published the draft “Global Framework to Ensure Equitable and Fair Allocation of COVID-19 Products” [80] with an initial focus on vaccines. As depicted in Figure 1 on page 17, it remains unclear what proportion of global vaccine supply may be governed by this framework, whether total supply or only that handled by the Covax facility. Concerns have also been raised regarding the possibility that within Covax self-financing countries would have preferential access over donor-financed LMICs, and regarding the extent to which the WHO equitable allocation framework would apply [81]. Experience to date with one of the most advanced vaccine candidates, from Oxford/AstraZeneca, suggests that countries with the resources or production capacity to secure early supply will take a disproportionate share of production, leaving a fraction for the rest of the world, as illustrated in Figure 2 on the next page. Similar challenges are likely to arise for other products.

Proposals for consideration: The GPMB should advocate for the application of WHO’s ethical allocation guidelines to the global supply of countermeasures, not merely a subset of it. GPMB could track how well relevant actors adhere to those guidelines, and recognize those that do, while naming and shaming those that do not, such as countries that hoard supply. All decision-makers with influence over the allocation of countermeasures should be asked to publicly justify their policies and decisions based on ethical principles. Beyond the Covid-19 crisis, future preparedness will require that governments agree ex ante upon rules or principles for international rationing of scarce countermeasures. Transparent and accountable governance mechanisms for rationing will also need to be established for any international stockpiles.

Guiding Principles for use of PIP Partnership Contribution “Response” Funds (October 2014): “PIP Framework section 6.0.2 (iii) prioritize important benefits, such as and including antiviral medicines and vaccines against H5N1 and other influenza viruses with human pandemic potential as high priorities, to developing countries, particularly affected countries, according to public health risk and needs and particularly where those countries do not have their own capacity to produce or access influenza vaccines, diagnostics and pharmaceuticals. Prioritization will be based on assessment of public health risk and need, by experts with transparent guidelines;’ ... Criteria to allocate benefits: Development of criteria will be based on assessment of public health risk and need, by experts with transparent guidelines, provided in the Framework (see above). This will require information about, inter alia, the level and extent of disease transmission, clinical and virological characteristics of the pandemic virus, its spread, and the development status of countries. Additionally, at the time of the pandemic event, updated information on the production capacities of manufacturers of pandemic products will be necessary. Allocation of benefits will also take into account national pandemic preparedness plans, e.g., regulatory capabilities and plans for deployment of vaccines, antivirals, diagnostics and other pandemic-related products” [78], were not available on the number of doses covered by this agreement [89].
Figure 2: Figure 2 depicts the proportion of vaccines going to individual countries vs those allocated through the multilateral Covax facility, compared to population size, using the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine candidate as a case study. The figure is based on publicly available information as of August 2020 [82–88]. News reports have also indicated an arrangement between AstraZeneca and a South Korean company to manufacture the vaccine candidate; however, at the time of publication, details were not available on the number of doses covered by this agreement [89].
Transversal issues

This section covers two issues that cut across more than one of the six challenges identified above: intellectual property management and pathogen- and benefit-sharing.

g) Challenge 7: Intellectual property management

There is a vast literature and robust public debate on how IP can best be managed to achieve the joint societal goals of innovation and access to technologies [90].\(^\text{12}\) This brief assessment focuses on IP management for access to countermeasures.

IP rights, particularly patents, provide incentives for countermeasures innovation by granting time-limited monopolies that allow firms to recoup their R&D investments through product sales. However, monopolies can pose a number of challenges in emergencies, including limiting the number of manufacturers and countries that can supply a product and concentrating sellers’ market power when the risk of abusive pricing is high (see 2(d)). Monopolies can also slow down scientific progress and follow-on innovation if rights-holders restrict others from using patented knowledge.\(^\text{13}\)

In addition, patents alone will not drive sufficient private investment into R&D for outbreaks, because of high uncertainty regarding the market – e.g. if, when, and how many people will need a therapeutic or vaccine.\(^\text{14}\) Therefore, public and philanthropic R&D funding often plays a much larger role for countermeasures than for standard commercial R&D, with the defence sector an important player (see 2(a)). Nevertheless, it has been standard practice that firms retain patent monopolies on the end products. Global access provisions in IP licenses or research funding contracts has not been the norm for countermeasures, and changing these practices has not been easy. For example, as a major funder of vaccine R&D for pathogens of pandemic potential – with global access a core objective – CEPI has wrestled with finding an access policy that both public interest stakeholders and commercial partners find acceptable [11].

\(^{12}\) See literature syntheses across a range of topics at the website of the Knowledge Network for Innovation and Access to Medicines, a project of the Global Health Centre: https://www.knowledgeportal.org

\(^{13}\) One response to this concern has been the creation of READDI – Rapidly Emerging Antiviral Drug Discovery Initiative – an open science drug discovery partnership launched to develop drugs in anticipation of future viral pandemics.

\(^{14}\) Market dynamics for PPE and diagnostics are likely to differ from those for drugs and vaccines since PPE has uses outside of outbreaks and diagnostics can be developed much more quickly and at lower cost than drugs and vaccines.
The Covid-19 emergency seems to have shifted attitudes quickly regarding patent monopolies for countermeasures [91]. In the first half of 2020 alone, a number of high and middle-income countries amended their laws or policies to facilitate the granting of compulsory licenses.15 Israel issued a compulsory license for lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/r), an HIV drug then being tested for potential efficacy against SARS-CoV-2. Shortly after, the patent holder Abbvie sent a letter to the MPP announcing it would no longer enforce its patent rights on the drug [92]. Novartis announced it would make available its IP related to the candidate therapeutic hydroxychloroquine [93].

Compulsory licensing is an important tool for governments to enable local production or importation of a product when not available on acceptable terms from the patent-holder. It will be especially effective for rapidly expanding access to products for which alternate supply exists or can quickly be brought online, such as small molecule drugs. But it cannot address all access challenges. For technologies where know-how, regulatory review of production quality (e.g. injectables), time lags, and/or economies of scale (e.g. vaccines) are important for production, the cooperation of the patent-holder for technology transfer and data-sharing is important for rapid results. Compulsory and voluntary measures – carrots and sticks – can complement each other for equitable access.

**Progress:** In April, the MPP Board extended its mandate to negotiate voluntary licenses for Covid-19 related health technologies. A number of prominent US universities announced a Covid-19 Access Framework [94] with licensing principles for technologies related to the pandemic. A number of companies (mostly non-pharmaceutical) adopted the Open Covid Pledge to make intellectual property available free of charge for use during the pandemic [95]. WHO and about 40 Member States issued a Solidarity Call to Action [96] for the voluntary sharing of Covid-19 health technology related knowledge, IP, and data and a related Covid-19 Technology Access Pool (C-TAP) [97]. The initiative draws on existing mechanisms, such as the MPP and the UN Technology Bank-hosted Technology Access Partnership, launched in May to scale up local production in developing countries of Covid-19 countermeasures [98]. These initiatives hold promise, but a key question remains how many research funders and technology-holders will participate.

---

15 These countries are Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel. See details at https://www.knowledgeportalia.org/Covid-19.
Proposals for consideration: The GPMB could advocate for patent-holders to make their IP available through the WHO C-TAP, which would both reduce potential patent barriers to innovation and expand access by allowing for countermeasure production by multiple firms in different countries worldwide. Where patent-holders are unwilling to make IP available, the GPMB could encourage governments to take all necessary measures to facilitate access including but not limited to compulsory licensing, as is well-established under international law [99]. Governments and other funders could also reward inventors through alternate means, such as lump-sum payments (e.g. prizes or patent buyouts) to patent-holders in exchange for monopoly rights, allowing multiple suppliers to manufacture products [100]. Both for Covid-19 and future emergencies, the GPMB should encourage research funders and organisations out-licensing upstream research (e.g., universities) to require pro-access IP management as a condition of receiving funding/licenses, and retain and use “march-in” rights if commitments are not met (see 2(a)). For preparedness more broadly, the GPMB should advocate for clear access and IP policies to be required for any entity mandated with facilitating countermeasure R&D or access.

h) Challenge 8: Pathogen- and benefit-sharing

Since at least 2007, when Indonesia decided to suspend international sharing of H5N1 influenza samples in order to negotiate better access to the resulting vaccines, ensuring pathogen- and related benefit-sharing (PBS) have been important global governance challenges [101]. This sub-section is based on not yet published empirical research conducted by three of this paper’s co-authors on the drivers of PBS for outbreaks.

The timely international sharing of pathogens is critical, particularly in the early phases of an outbreak, to characterize new or mutating pathogens and to accelerate countermeasure R&D. Pathogen samples are also valuable for source countries, potentially facilitating access to countermeasures and other benefits. Yet, with the important exception of influenza, there are no clear international governing frameworks to ensure reliable, timely and equitable PBS.
What used to be a largely unregulated practice among scientists – with personal relations and trust playing a large role – has become more contested and legalized. Countries claim sovereignty over pathogens based on the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and its 2011 Nagoya Protocol. Nagoya came into force in 2014, and many countries have only recently implemented it into their national legislation. These rules give more leverage to the providing state to seek “benefits” in exchange for access to pathogen samples, and have reportedly started to generate delays and uncertainty in pathogen-sharing. States have implemented Nagoya with and without specific provisions for pathogens or public health. Furthermore, our research found that the very concept of benefit-sharing is considerably less mature than that of pathogen-sharing. Understandings of what is or should be considered a “benefit” are diverse, ranging from access to research results to co-authorship in publications, from royalties to access to countermeasures.

Intergovernmental discussions to better govern PBS are underway in parallel within WHO and the CBD, but moving slowly. PIP, which is well-regarded but has not yet been tested in a pandemic, has been put forward as a possible model for other pathogens, but without concrete proposals.

The rapid development and increasing availability of genetic sequencing data (GSD) on pathogens creates new uncertainties. Nagoya and PIP explicitly only cover physical substances, leaving an absence of clear international rules regulating GSD. Researchers frequently share GSD on publicly available databases (mostly GISAID and GenBank), which facilitates understanding of pathogens and countermeasure development. However, countries may become less willing to share GSD if it is not linked (as physical samples can be) to benefit-sharing. GSD has become a contentious issue among PIP stakeholders. For the time being, GSD cannot fully substitute for physical samples, but it risks disrupting the delicate balance struck within PIP. Clear rules for GSD are needed.

Covid-19 has heightened attention again to PBS challenges. Chinese researchers publicly shared GSD in early January 2020, but there appear to have been delays in the sharing of physical samples internationally. The way the global community handles pathogen-sharing and access to countermeasures in Covid-19 can either build or destroy confidence. Reliable, equitable access to countermeasures for all countries would ease the path towards agreement on future frameworks to govern PBS, whereas failure to do so risks further polarization and gridlock.
Progress: PIP was a landmark achievement for addressing PBS. However, despite calls to negotiate similar rules for other pathogens [74,102], there has been little movement since. The concerns raised by Nagoya implementation and the Covid-19 pandemic could provide a political push to bring key stakeholders to the negotiating table. GISAID was initially developed for influenza alone, but in January 2020 quickly adapted its platform to host SARS-COV-2 sequences; unlike other major databases, it requires users to agree to terms and conditions establishing ownership of the data, in principle allowing for future negotiation of related benefits. As of June 2020, GISAID hosted the highest number of publicly available SARS-CoV-2 sequences worldwide, six times more than any other database.16

Proposals for consideration: The GPMB could advocate that, after years of foot-dragging, a group of committed stakeholders begin serious discussions on a global governance framework for PBS. Such a framework could not be negotiated within the health sector alone, however, but would also need to engage with Nagoya parties to secure a special status for pathogens, particularly in national implementing legislation. Rules and arrangements urgently need to be negotiated that streamline pathogen-sharing, and clarify and solidify benefit-sharing, striking a balance that is acceptable to both WHO’s and Nagoya’s stakeholders.

16 As of June 18, 2020, 47,645 SARS-CoV-2 genomes had been uploaded to GISAID by researchers in 97 countries or territories; 7,280 had been uploaded to GenBank by researchers in 49 countries or territories [103,104]. Just five countries – the United Kingdom, the United States, Australia, the Netherlands, and Spain accounted for 75% (35,808/47,645) of all SARS-CoV-2 genomic sequences shared on GISAID, with relatively few from some current or past hotspots, such as Italy (157), Brazil (185), or Mexico (29). It is notable that GISAID appears to have become the preferred platform for GSD for SARS-CoV-2, hosting more than six times the number of genomes as GenBank; GISAID runs on a controlled open-access model that requires users to log into the site and agree to terms and conditions that establish ownership of the data, compared to GenBank, which does not.
Countermeasures have characteristics of global public goods – the existence of such technologies can strengthen global health security for all countries, but only if they can reliably expect to get access to them [105]. For many of the challenges identified here, lower-income, smaller and/or non-producing countries face particular disadvantages. But no country is entirely self-sufficient in the development and production of countermeasures. And all countries can be affected if an outbreak continues to spread anywhere in the world.

Each of the eight challenges analysed above can impede access if unaddressed. Priorities among them will vary depending on the pathogen, stage of the outbreak, and specific technology. Yet across all of them, three overarching themes for preparedness emerge:

**a. Mandating organizations for countermeasures:** A relatively robust global ecosystem has been built to improve access to health technologies for HIV, TB, malaria, influenza, and maternal and child health. These have generally been conceived as part of development assistance, with a focus on LMICs. Covid-19 has highlighted the need to mandate organizations in advance to facilitate access to countermeasures, with the ability to address the needs of HICs as well as LMICs in an integrated manner. Two key lessons for future mandates emerge from CEPI: the value of a pre-existing international entity able to invest rapidly in R&D in response to a novel emerging pathogen; and the feasibility and potentially major payoffs of building access provisions into R&D funding. Both offer significant advantages over a country-by-country *ad hoc* approach to R&D and access. This type of preparedness needs to extend beyond vaccines to include PPE, diagnostics and therapeutics. Further analysis is needed regarding the most appropriate organizations to take on future mandates on access to countermeasures, and how to strengthen access provisions to ensure they are the most effective.
b. Negotiating international rules for access: Political interest in access to countermeasures is currently high, but international norms and rules for access are either absent, weak, obscured within other rules, or displaced by corporate self-regulation. Neither innovation nor access to countermeasures are part of the International Health Regulations (IHR). IP rules include “flexibilities” for access, but access is not their core objective. Biodiversity rules are not adapted for health. There is a need, and unique window of opportunity now, to strengthen the framework of public international rules to ensure innovation with access. Topics covered in this paper for which formal or informal international rules are needed include: burden-sharing for R&D financing, access conditions on such financing, export restrictions, affordable pricing, technology transfer, principles for rationing, IP management, and PBS (including GSD). Any newly negotiated rules must co-exist and be coherent with existing regimes such as the IHR, CBD/Nagoya, IP, foreign direct investment, and human rights. Further analysis is required on the most appropriate normative instruments. But it is clear that negotiating international rules for innovation and access is an essential part of preparedness.

c. Exercise stewardship over the system: This analysis has found that the global “system” for access to countermeasures is fragmented in terms of information, rules, actors and technologies. In the current multipolar system characterized by the rise of nationalism, this fragmentation is likely to persist. There is an urgent need for an entity – perhaps the GPMB itself – to pro-actively exercise stewardship over the system to ensure that the whole is greater, and not less than, the sum of its disparate parts. Doing so requires much more “legibility” – increased investment in information and commitment to transparency is critical for guiding policies, targeting investments and building trust. Regular convening to agree upon organizational mandates and international rules, resolve differences and build consensus is a key stewardship function.

This brings us to our final Proposal for consideration: A forum is needed where diverse public and private actors may discuss and debate their respective problems and positions, build confidence and networks, mobilize resources, and find workable ways forward on specific concrete issues. The GPMB could advocate that WHO, alone or jointly with partners, convene stakeholders for focused dialogue on urgent or critical issues relating to innovation and access to countermeasures. A regular convening – rather than ad hoc, one-time meetings alone – would facilitate accountability and follow-up.

Covid-19 could be a turning point for access to countermeasures, but committed and forceful political leadership is necessary to turn the ship in the right direction. The GPMB can both provide and push for that leadership.
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